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SECTION 1 OF 2 GENEVA 2773

LIMDILS

SUBJ: NIGERIA - DAYLIGHT FLIGHTS

1. FERGUSON HAD WORKING LUNCH 2-1/2 HOURS WITH NAVILLE, FREYMOND, BIGNAMI AND BASSETT PRESENT. FOLLOWING REPORT GROUPED BY SUBJECT MATTER SINCE AT LUNCH OFTEN TWO OR MORE THESE BEING DISCUSSED SIMULTANEOUSLY.

ICRC NOTE TO FMG/BIAFRAN AUTHORITIES

1. AS PREVIOUSLY REPORTED, ICRC NOT DELIVERED TO KOLO FOR FMG AND AT 13:00 FRIDAY TO COOKEY/OBI FOR BIAFRANS. COOKEY/OBI ACCEPTED FOR THEIR SIDE AND PROMISED FREYMOND TO TRANSMIT TO OWERRI FRIDAY NIGHT. SAME STATEMENT BY COOKEY MADE TO FERGUSON FRIDAY NIGHT. GENEVA 2749. ICRC HAS IN PREPARATION A SECOND NOTE "THE TECHNICAL PLAN" WHEN, AFTER FINAL ICRC APPROVAL TODAY, WILL BE TRANSMITTED TO SIDES IN GENEVA. ICRC PREFERS NOT TO DIVULGE CONTENTS UNTIL AFTER APPROVAL. FREYMOND INDICATED, HOWEVER, SIMPLY "NUTS AND BOLTS" - NUMBER OF PLANES, ID NUMBERS, DESIGNATION OF BASES FROM WHICH DEPART, DESTINATION MANIFESTS, ALTITUDES, ETC. DOES NOT CALL FOR TOUCHDOWN IN LAGOS.

2. CANADIANS HAVE VOLUNTEERED 30 INSPECTOR/OBSERVERS FOR DUTY ON
AIRLIFT: VOLUNTEERS PUT AT DISPOSAL OF AIRLIFT.

3. FREYMOND HAS INDICATIONS SEVEN NATIONS WILL ATTEND MEETING MONDAY 6:00 P.M. TO EXPRESS REACTIONS TO FRIDAY MEETING.

4. FREYMOND ASKED REACTION OF USG. FERGUSON INFORMED THAT USG COULD SUPPORT IN PRINCIPLE SUBJECT TO TWO CONSIDERATIONS: (A) ICRC CONVINCINGLY MADE CLEAR IT HAD PUT FMG POSITION TO BIAFRA NS AND PROPOSITION REJECTED FLATLY, AND (B) DETAILS IN SECOND NOTE OF TECHNICAL PLAN CONFORMED TO "REASONABLE" REQUIREMENT REFERRED TO IN FIRST NOTE. FERGUSON FURTHER INDICATED THAT, OF COURSE, USG WOULD NOT ITSELF OFFER OBSERVERS OR INSPECTORS.

5. FERGUSON INQUIRED WHAT RESULTS ICRC ANTICIPATED. NAVILLE, FREYMOND AND BASSETT ALL INDICATED THEY EXPECTED FMG TO REJECT. NAVILLE/FREYMOND EXPRESSED VIEW FMG DECIDED ON POLICY NO RELIEF AND AS SOON AS THEY CAN ACQUIRE NIGHT FIGHTERS FULLY EXPECT ATTACKS ON JCA. BOTH BELIEVE FRENCH RED CROSS WILL NOT BE ATTACKED. FREYMOND ASSERTED "THEY (FMG) KNOW FRENCH WILL REACT STRONGLY EVEN THOUGH THEY MAINTAIN RELATIONS WITH LAGOS." FERGUSON, READING COMMENT AS DIRECTED AT USG, REPLIED HE HAD MADE SAME ASSERTION TO LEBEL IN PARIS AND LEBEL HAD DENIED FRENCH HAD OR THOUGHT THEY HAD ANY SPECIAL IMMUNITY.

ICRC INTERNAL POLITICS.

6. FREYMOND INDICATED SEVERE DIVISION WITHIN COMMITTEE, BUT ALL AGREED THAT ICRC WILL PULL OUT NIGERIA BETWEEN AUGUST 15 AND END SEPTEMBER 3 EXCEPT FOR "STATUTORY DUTIES" I.E. CARE OF PW'S, CIVILIAN DETAINEES AND TRUE REFUGEES. COMMITTEE DIVIDED ON FUNCTION OTHER SIDE: FREYMOND STATED THERE IS CONSIDERABLE SUPPORT FOR PROPOSITION THAT ICRC MUST BECOME REVOLUTIONARY HUMANITARIANS IN NEW STYLE REVOLUTIONARY CONFLICT IF ICRC IS TO SURVIVE; I.E. IF CONFICED THAT ONE SIDE OUT TO COMMIT GENOCIDE THEN ICRC AUTHORIZED TO GO BEYOND CONVENTIONS IN ORDER TO PERFORM HUMANITARIAN TASK. NAVILLE ADDED; "WITH FMG MATTER IS ONLY QUESTION NOW OF PROOF THAT FMG HAS ADOPTED POLICY ON RELIEF WHICH WILL HAVE SAME EFFECT AS INTENTIONAL GENOCIDE." FREYMOND INDICATED SUPPORTERS OF THIS VIEW IN COMMITTEE PREPARED TO PUT THIS POSITION TO MEETING IN ISTANBUL AND THEN, IF APPROVED, OPERATE "HUMANITARIAN BLOCKADE BREAKING OPERATION." FURTHER, "IF NOT APPROVED, THESE SUPPORTERS PREPARED TO CREATE NEW INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION."
TION PREPARED TO CONDUCT REVOLUTIONARY HUMANITARIAN OPERATIONS." FREYMOND DID NOT IDENTIFY SUPPORTERS OR OPPONENTS, BUT IN CONTEXT ANOTHER PART DISCUSSION TURNED TO NAVILLE AND SAID IN FRENCH: "YOU REMEMBER MY NOTE TO YOU ON FUNCTION OF COMMITTEE IN REVOLUTIONARY WARFARE."

FERGUSON INQUIRED POSITION MEMBERS OF COMMITTEE WHO OPPOSED NEW CONCEPT. FREYMOND REPLIED "BALANCE IS SHIFTING - WE WILL SEE BEFORE ISTANBUL." (SEE GENEVA 2759) COMMENT: DEPARTURE OF FREY FROM STAFF, WHO BELIEVES ICRC SHOULD PULL OUT IF CANNOT GET AGREEMENT, MAY BE FIRST INDICATION OF "SHIFT IN BALANCE." END COMMENT. THE OPPONENTS, ACCORDING TO FREYMOND/NAVILLE, PREFER TURNING OVER ALL OPERATIONS IN NIGERIA TO NRC AND IN BIAFRA TO FRENCH RED CROSS. ENTIRE COMMITTEE AGREED NOTHING SHOULD BE TURNED OVER TO LICROSS AS SUCH.

TUBBY
SUBJ: NIGERIA - DAYLIGHT FLIGHTS TURNOVER NEGOTIATIONS

8. BIGNAMI ASKED FOR VIEW ON USE LSM'S. FERGUSON REPLIED THAT FROM LEGAL POSITION ICRC HAS CHARTER, BUT THAT HE IS SURE THAT USG WOULD LOOK WITH DISFAVOR ON ANY COMMERCIAL OPERATION OF LSM'S. BIGNAMI INTERJECTED "EVEN IF CHARTER FEES ARE EARNED AND PUT IN TRUST FOR RELIEF CENTER." FERGUSON REPLIED THAT LSM'S ACQUIRED PRIMARILY FOR RELIEF ON CROSS RIVER BUT UNDERSTANDING WITH ICRC THAT SHIPS COULD BE USED IN COASTAL RELIEF LIFTS UNTIL CROSS RIVER OPENED BUT CERTAINLY DID NOT CONTEMPLATE ANY COMMERCIAL USE OF SHIP ON EITHER FRONT HAULS OR BACK HAULS. BIGNAMI INDICATED HE UNDER IMPRESSION CERTAIN ELEMENTS USG WOULD NOT OBJECT TO COMMERCIAL USE OF VESSEL ON OTHERWISE EMPTY RUNS. FERGUSON INDICATED HE FAIRLY SURE USG WOULD HAVE ADVERSE REACTION TO SUCH CARRIAGE. STATED THAT USG COULD NOT JUSTIFY SUCH USE WHILE OBVIOUS FOOT-DRAGGING ON CROSS RIVER GOING ON. FERGUSON INDICATED HIS PERSONAL PREFERENCE WHICH HE SAID COMMUNICATED TO DEPARTMENT THAT IF SHIPS USED SHOULD BE USED RELIEF ONLY PREFERABLY TO A POINT BEYOND CALABAR TO MAKE FMG DEMONSTRATE TO SE STATE THAT SHIPS ARE LEGITIMATE RELIEF VESSELS.
9. FREYMOND INDICATED HE IS WORKING ON TURNOVER PLAN BASED ON PREMISE THAT ICRC HAS DUTY TO SEE THAT EXISTING RESOURCES USED FOR RELIEF. STATED, E.G., "SITUATION IN SE STATE STINKS SO CAN BE SMELLED IN GENEVA." FURTHER, DONORS WHO HAVE PROMISED, BUT NOT YET DELIVERED MUST BE CONSULTED SINCE MANY MAY NOT GIVE TO OPERATION CONDUCTED BY FMG. IN THIS CONNECTION, NAVILLE AND FREYMOND INDICATED THAT PROMISED SWISS AUGUST DONATION TO ICRC OF CASH MAY BE GIVEN TO JCA AND THEY HAVE NO WAY OF STOPPING IT.

10. COMMENTS: APPEARS THURSDAY MEETING OF ICRC WAS CRUCIAL AS LINDT PREDICTED. (A) FREYMOND CLEARLY HAS UPPER HAND AND IN COMPLETE CONTROL. E.G., FREYMOND STATED HE REQUESTED COMMITTEE NOT TO GIVE DEFINITIVE CONSTRUCTION OF ARTICLES 3, 22 AND 23 OF CONVENTIONS IN ORDER TO LEAVE "BARGAINING ROOM" AND COMMITTEE AGREED. (B) NAVILLE FULLY SUPPORTING FREYMOND'S POSITION. IN FERGUSON VIEW, NO DOUBT THAT FREYMOND IS AUTHOR OF "REVOLUTIONARY CONCEPT" AND PREPARED TO PUSH ICRC IN THAT DIRECTION OR CREATE AN ORGANIZATION WHICH WILL ACT LIKE JCA. SEVERAL TIMES FREYMOND/NAVILLE OPINED THAT ORDINARY MAN IN SWITZERLAND AND ELSEWHERE DOES NOT AND DOES NOT WANT TO UNDERSTAND LEGALISTIC POSITIONS - WANTS RESULTS - MUST FEED STARVING. BOTH INDICATED THAT ONCE ICRC TOOK ON NEW FUNCTION OF RELIEF IT BECAME IMPOSSIBLE TO TURN BACK. (C) NO ONE IN COMMITTEE EXPECTS ICRC NOTE TO PRODUCE WITH FMG APPARENTLY, ENTIRE COMMITTEE AT THURSDAY MEETING CONVINCED FMG RESPONSIBLE FOR CURRENT IMPASSE. THIS ATTITUDE MAY BE RESULT OF SPADEWORK DONE BY LINDT AND FREYMOND PRIOR TO COMMITTEE MEETING.

TUBBY